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Analytical solutions describing fluid flow through a porous medium 
and methods of data analysis have been developed by many mathematicians, 
engineers, and hydrologists. These methods include finding values of 
reservoir properties from the analytical solutions by finite-difference 
techniques, simplifying approximations techniques, and graphical tech­
niques. A method which has been widely used since about 19̂ -0 by ground­
water hydrologists, and is now finding application by petroleum 
engineers, is the solution of analytical equations with dimensionless 
response curves. Data collected from observation or discharging wells 
are superposed on a dimensionless response or "type" curve to solve for 
aquifer or oil reservoir transmissibility (kh/jj,) and storage coefficient 
(<l>ch) .
This thesis presents a discussion of type curve construction and 
usage. Included are several curves which can be used for data analysis 
or as format guidelines for additional curve construction.
Appendix B is an outline of fluid system boundary conditions and 
a listing of references containing useful analytical solutions. This 
appendix, provided for the reader who would like to locate a solution 
to his particular boundary condition problem, is also included as a 
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Analytical equations describing fluid flow through a porous medium 
can be derived with the use of the following three principles: the Law
of Conservation of Mass, Darcy's Law, and the Equation of State. These 
principles and the resulting equations are used by many branches of 
physics to describe not only the flow of fluids but also the transfer 
of heat and the flow of electrical current. If a differential equation 
is derived to satisfy the flow conditions of one branch of physics, 
such as thermodynamics, the equation can be applied directly to another 
flow system having similar boundary conditions, such as fluid flow, by 
translating the solution parameters from the heat transfer to the fluid 
flow equivalents.
I have specifically mentioned application of heat transfer solutions 
to the science of fluid flow because Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) have 
compiled a most thorough collection of analytical solutions to heat 
conduction problems. Table 5 in Appendix A shows the correspondence 
between the flow of an incompressible liquid through a porous medium, 
heat conduction, electrostatics, and electric-current conduction 
(Muskat, 1957).
With several branches of physics able to use the same analytical 
equations and solutions, it would be logical that their advancement in 
solution technique would advance simultaneously with each group 
assisting the other. This has not been true. Even within the fluid- 
flow science, there have been parallel but separate developments by 
the petroleum engineer and the ground-water hydrologist. It seems
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that these two groups have been separated by an opaque wall with 
neither stopping to look over to take advantage of the other’s solution 
techniques.
Despite the similarity between the hydrologist’s and petroleum 
engineer’s developments, there are enough inconsistencies, between the 
two groups, to make conversion from one solution to another very 
difficult. The major inconsistency is the definition of terms and 
the units associated with various parameters. Throughout this thesis,
I will try to present a standardized nomenclature usable in both 
systems. Table 6 in Appendix A will show a nomenclature comparison 
used by both the oil and water industries.
One significant advancement in well hydraulics, commonly used by 
the ground-water hydrologist, is the use of the dimensionless reservoir 
response curve— more commonly referred to as "type curve." This 
technique of solution has been widely used by hydrologists since 
about 1940. Initially, type curves were used only in the solution 
of the nonequilibrium equation of Theis (1935). As more sophisticated 
theory developed for other aquifer boundary conditions, the technique 
found more application. Frequently it is the only convenient analytical 
method available to solve for aquifer or reservoir parameters without 
making erroneous simplifying assumptions.
This solution technique has only recently been applied to petroleum 
reservoir testing despite the similarity to testing of aquifer and 
petroleum reservoirs. Mueller and Witherspoon (1956)* van Poollcn (1970), 
Bixel.and others (1963 and 1967), Horner (1951), and others, have used
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this dimensionless type-curve technique for analysis of several petroleum 
reservoir boundary problems. Several dimensionless curve applications 
in the petroleum literature are based on solutions found in past 
petroleum literature, but more recently the oil reservoir type-curve 
applications have been a consolidation and conversion of ground-water 
oriented references.
It is now recognized that there are many analytical solutions to 
flow problems available in the hydrology literature that can be used by 
the petroleum reservoir engineer, and an increasing number of references 
in the petroleum literature can be used by the hydrologist. A major 
obstacle that has to be overcome before applying a solution developed 
by another group is that of consistent definitions, units, and dimensions. 
There also is no one reference which classifies the references by 
boundary conditions to aid the engineer or hydrologist in easily finding 
an appropriate solution.
The purpose of this thesis is fourfold: (l) To show how the type-
curve method of solution can be applied to well-test data to analyze 
transient reservoir response. This can best be illustrated by showing 
the original and most basic boundary condition solution of the Theis 
(1933) nonequilibrium equation. (2 ) To discuss a standardized set of 
units which should be used in construction of dimensionless type curves 
to facilitate usage. (3) To include type curves of several common 
reservoir or aquifer boundary conditions. With these curves, an 
engineer can either analyze his reservoir-response data or use them as 
examples to assist in the construction of a curve to match his
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particular boundary conditions. (4) To list, classified according to 
boundary conditions, the references of analytical solutions presently 
available in both hydrology and petroleum literature.
Throughout my discussion of response functions and type curves I 
will refer to aquifers and petroleum reservoirs without differentiation 
--because the basic theory and equation development in both the petroleum 
industry and water industry are essentially the same. In both systems, 
the solutions are found for a slightly compressible fluid flowing 
through a permeable aquifer or reservoir. Many boundary conditions are 
common to both groups and both use the Law of Conservation of Mass, 
Darcy's Law, and the same Equation of State for solving their respective 
equations of flow.
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TYPE CURVE METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The dimensionless response function curve, more commonly known as 
the type curve, has been a useful tool of the ground-water hydrologist 
for analyzing water-well test data, since the early 19̂ -0' s. The 
applicability of this technique has not been fully recognized by the 
petroleum engineer. Before an engineer, hydrologist, or other specialist 
can make use of a solution or solution technique found in another field's 
publications, he must understand and be able to correlate the nomencla­
ture, dimensions, and units of the solution to those commonly used in 
his work. Because of this requirement, I will discuss the history and 
development of the type curve technique. When an engineer makes use of 
the type curves I have compiled in this thesis or prepares to construct 
his own curve from an analytical solution found in the literature, he 
should understand the technique, its application and limitations.
The nonequilibrium solution for fluid flow in well hydraulics 
was developed by Theis (1935)• Using a heat conduction analogy, Theis 
derived the dimensionless formula:
00
s = T-̂ rr — du, where (l)
k n T  , u *u
s = fluid potential drawdown at radius r and time t 
Q = change in rate of discharge at t = 0
u = r^SATt, where (2)
r = distance from discharging well where s is measured 
S = coefficient of storage 
t = time of discharging well production 




In the units used by the U.S. Geological Survey, the equation is
s =  -TT—  J  $  du (3)= T
1.87r^S
Tt
s = drawdown, ft 
Q = discharge, gpm 
T = transmissibility, gpd/ft2 
u = 1 .871^ S/Tt, dimensionless 
S = coefficient of storage, dimensionless 
and in oilfield equivalent units,
00
-X
*  <‘ >
X
Ap = drawdown, psi 
q = production, reservoir bbl per day 
p. = fluid viscosity, cp 
k = permeability, md 
h = reservoir thickness, ft
0 .00026^ <t>HCr̂  / r- \where x = ----- — ---   (5 )
c = compressibility
r " radius of investigation or interference, ft 
t = producing time, hr 




Consistent use of the nondimensional groups of variables eliminates
confusion of terms and units. This dimensionless format will be
discussed later.
The Theis equation for nonequilibrium flow is based on the follow­
ing assumptions: (l) homogeneous and isotropic aquifer of infinite
areal extent; (2) wells fully penetrating the productive formation;
(3) constant and uniform transmissibility throughout aquifer; ( k ) diameter 
of well infinitesimal; and (5 ) fluid discharging instantaneously with 
a change in fluid level in well.
The integral term in equation (l) cannot be solved directly but
can be approximated by the series (Theis, 1935):
00
p“u 2- du = - 0 .577216 - In u + u -
u
3 4 tV 1 ^  +  1+  u _  u (-1) ( 6 )
+ 3 .3 ! k - k \  + •••• n .n! W
where u = r2 S/Vrt as previously defined.
In the petroleum literature, this term is known as the "exponential 
integral" and is designated as "E^(— u)," but the hydrologist referring 
to it as the "well function of u," writes it as "W(u)." I will refer 
to the integral as the "exponential integral," but is equivalence with 
W(u) should be kept in mind when hydrology literature is used.
If the aquifer or reservoir satisfies the basic assumptions made 
in deriving the nonequilibrium solution, enough data must be taken to 
solve for T and S in equations (l) and (2). Then with known values for 
T and S, the drawdqjwn or interference can be predicted at any discharge 
rate, time of discharge, or location.
The necessary data for solution are obtained by measuring draw­
down versus radius at a certain time t, or by measuring drawdown versus 
t at a fixed radius r from the discharging well. The first case, that 
of observing drawdown at different radii is useful in ground water 
hydrology because wells are often spaced close enough to allow such 
measurement. Because the petroleum engineer seldom encounters a tight 
pattern of observation wells, the second case, that of observing draw­
down versus time, is more generally useful in reservoir studies.
Wherever possible, it is advantageous to measure drawdown versus time 
at several radii.
Even equipped with drawdown data, the computational procedure with 
nonequilibrium solution is not obvious. The difficulty lies in the fact 
that the transmissibility term T occurs, not only outside the exponential 
integral in equation (l), but inside the integral as a coefficient.
This eliminates the possibility of a direct solution for S and T.
Theis cleverly devised a graphical (type curve) technique to arrive 
at a simple solution. This technique works for complicated boundary 
solutions as well as in the simplified case considered here. Before 
showing a field case of graphical solution, I will show the equation 
development of the Theis curve as shown by Ferris, and others (1962), 
and then show modification of the method to simplify usage.
With the equation in nondimensional form [and constants and 
equation numbers changed to fit this text], Ferris, and others explain: 




s = Lwr_ W(u) (7)
or log s = log
and rf_t
or log ~
’J+T’ L s J
, r k i108 IT





If the discharge, Q, is held constant, the bracketed part of 
equations (8 ) and (10) are constant for a given pumping test, and W(u) 
is related to u in the manner that s is related to r^/t. This is shown 
graphically in Figure 1. Therefore, if values of the drawdown s are 
plotted against r2 /t, or 1/t if only one observation well is used, on 
logarithmic tracing paper to the same scale as the type curve, the curve 
of observed data will be similar to the type curve. The data curves 
may then be superposed on the type curve, the coordinate axes of the 
curves held parallel, and translated to a position which represents the 
best fit of the field data to the type curve. An arbitrary point is 
selected anywhere on the overlapping portion of the sheets and the 
coordinates of this common point on both sheets are recorded. It is 
often convenient to select a point whose coordinate is 1.0. These 
data are then used with equations (j) and (9 ) to solve for T and S.
Many variations to this basic type curve have been devised. A 
commonly used type curve will have 1/u plotted on the abscissa rather 
than u. The data curve would be s plotted versus t/r2 or versus t if 
only one observation well is used. Warren (19&3) shows type curve of 
W(u) versus J n . This variation doubles the range of the abscissa on 
the logarithmic plot but adds the inconvenience of having to plot
























(After Ferris and others, 1962, p. 98)
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Stallman (1968) suggests that all type curves should be constructed 
uniformly to eliminate the need to learn and remember the limiting 
conditions of various specialized techniques. He urges analytical 
equations used in curve construction to be of the general form
CL * (  Tt
S = CT f \~rF~S ’ a> ‘ ‘ * )
where s, Q, and T are as previously defined. C is a constant and the 
function f is dependent on aquifer boundaries and on the distribution 
and nature of hydraulic coefficients of the rocks, a and (3 are dimen­
sionless parameters which further describe the particular aquifer, 
such as aquifer anisotropy or influence of flow from an adjacent layer 
of rock.
To further simplify curve application and data curve construction,
I will use the following variation to the basic type curve. Equations 
(7 ) and (9) can be modified as follows:
f-£w(u) (11)
and £  = ^  (12)
The terms sT/Q and Tt/r^S are recognized as being dimensionless draw­
down and dimensionless time, respectively.
The type curve in this case will be log[l/Lrc W(u) ] versus 
logtTt/r^S] and the data curve a plot of log s versus log t/r^ or log t. 
A match point is found by superposing curves as previously described.
t -13^8
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The common values are used in equations (ll) and (12) to determine T 
and S. The constant l/4rt is kept with W(u) and 1/^ with 1/u to 
eliminate these repetitive constants from the curve user's calculation.
All curves in this thesis will be plotted with Tt/r2 S on the 
abscissa, with the terms in nondimensional form, rather than conforming 
to either standardized USGS or oilfield units. Leaving the curves 
nondimensional will prevent awkward conversion from one system of 
"Standard" units to another system.
Data from only one observation well are needed for the data curve 
if drawdown is measured at various times. If there are multiple 
observation wells, the sets of response data should be plotted on a 
common graph. Data from nearby wells will fall on the flat portion of 
the type curve whereas the data from far-away wells will coincide with 
the steeper sections of the type curve. This enables the analyst to 
define more accurately the response curve and improve his type curve 
matching procedure; hence, a more accurate analysis of reservoir or 
aquifer properties.
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TYPE CURVE APPLICATION 
The type curve solution of the nonequilibrium equation was described 
in detail in the previous section because it is easily constructed and 
used and it clearly illustrates the technique. If one understands the 
mechanics of constructing type curves he can analyze many other fluid 
flow problems besides those solved by using the nonequilibrium curve. 
Using only the nonequilibrium curve and well test data, the only 
reservoir properties that can be determined are transmissibility and 
storage coefficient. Use of this particular type curve by petroleum 
engineers is rare because the straight-line plot of pressure versus log 
time (Horner, 1951) Is easy to analyze and gives an accurate value for 
reservoir transmissibility.
There are, however, many other applications by the petroleum 
engineer and hydrologist of this technique. Perhaps the most common 
application is in interpreting well interference response from nearby 
producing or injection wells or from reservoir limits or barriers. For 
example, there are several references (Stallman, 1985* Kazmann, 19^6> 
and others) which show how pressure transient data can be used to 
determine the distance to a linear constant-pressure boundary or to a 
no-flow boundary in an otherwise infinite reservoir.
Bixel and others (1963) use the type curve technique to analyze 
reservoirs bounded by a linear discontinuity which separates the tested 
reservoir region from a region of different rock, formation, or fluid 
characteristics. Bixel and van Poollen (1967) present a similar treat­




Van Poollen (1965) uses the method of images to generate a family 
of type curves which can be used with drawdown data to determine the 
angle of intersection of two faults which form boundaries near a well.
Another recent and very noteworthy application of type curves is 
in the analysis of wellbore storage and skin effect. Ramey (1970) 
shows how the dimensionless type curve can be used to analyze early 
pressure build-up and drawdown data. These data have previously been 
neglected and not analyzed because this period in the test is so 
adversely affected by wellbore storage, partial penetration, and a 
skin effect--either damage or stimulation by acidizing or fracturing. 
Ramey shows how curves as a supplement to conventional analysis can 
be used with this early test data to accurately determine effective 
wellbore volume, fracture length, skin effect, and hydraulic dfffusivity.
The type-curve technique can be used to analyze many other fluid 
flow problems besides the ones previously listed. The application is 
limited only by the available analytical solutions to flow problems, the 
imagination of the analyst, and the willingness of engineers to use the 
method. Ramey (1970) states that a great deal of information not avail­
able from conventional build-up or drawdown plots can be derived from 
the log-log type curve but that the method should be a supplement to, 




The following analysis of drawdown data will demonstrate the use 
of dimensionless type curves. The drawdown test data from Brown (1953) 
is taken from an observation well ^>00 feet from the pumped well which 
is discharging 500 gpm. Brown assumes an infinite homogeneous isotropic 
artesian aquifer. These assumptions fit those made for the Theis non­
equilibrium equation. The following steps are made to solve for aquifer 
transmissibility, T, and storage coefficient, S, with the use of the 
appropriate type curve found in the next section of this thesis.
The drawdown data are tabulated for the observation well as follows 
from Brown (1953) :
Date Hour  Elapsed time______  Drawdown
July 1932 min days, t s, ft
6 2400 0 0 0
7 0004 4 0.00278 0.44
0015 15 0.0104 1 .30
0055 55 0 .0 3 8 2 ,3 8
0305 185 0 .1 3 4.22
0600 360 0 .2 5 4.96
1200 720 0 .5  0 5.75
2400 1440 1.00 6.57
8 1200 2160 1 .5 7-04
2400 2880 2 .0 7.32
(After Brown, 1953» P* $50)
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With the method previously described, the test data are plotted on 
logarithmic paper of the same scale used for the type curve, 3*5 cycle, 
with drawdown on the ordinate and time on the abscissa (figure 2).
The data plot is superposed on the Theis type curve which can be 
found in the "Results" section. A match point is found by aligning the 
curves and picking a convenient match point from the matched portion 
of the curves. A convenient match point in this example is at t = 1 day, 
At this point, s = 6.57 feet, sT/Q = .46, and Tt/r2 S = 133*
Using these values in the dimensionless equations (ll) and (12), 
and changing Q to gallons per day, since t is measured in days,
T = = (T2Qa.QP,Q.̂SP^.).(v^.). = 50 ,300 gpd/ft or
and
6 ,7 2 0 ft3 /ft/da
c _ ft = (6 ,7 2 0 ft3 /ft/da( (1 da)
r̂  (133) (250,000 ft3 )(133)  ̂ '
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This section includes complete summaries of five type curve 
solutions:
1. The "Theis" solution for drawdown in an infinite homogeneous
isotropic aquifer or reservoir fully penetrated by a constant 
discharging well.
2. The constant drawdown solution for drawdown in an infinite
homogeneous isotropic aquifer or reservoir fully penetrated 
by a well.
3* The solution for drawdown in the center of a square array of 
fully penetrating wells. Aquifer or reservoir is assumed 
the same as in above two cases.
4. The solution for well response to an instantaneous charge.
These type curves are applicable to water-well "slug" tests 
and oil well drill stem tests.
5 . The partial penetration case. This solution can be used
when the discharging well partially penetrates the aquifer 
or reservoir. Assumptions are that aquifer is infinite, 
homogeneous, and isotropic and that the rate of discharge 
is constant.
For each solution I have stated the boundary conditions, assump­
tions, differential equation, solution to the differential equation, 
and the references used to compile the solution and curves. Type 




and future curve compilation. The tables used to construct the type 
curves were included for cases 1, 2 , and k , but were not included for 
cases 3 anc* 5 because of their length. The tables can be found in 
their respective source reference.
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Compiled by: R. A. Weaver 
From: Source reference
Step change in discharge of well (the Theis equation— drawdown 
varies with time
Assumptions;
1. Well discharge changed by step Q (or q).
2. Well of infinitesimal diameter fully penetrating the aquifer or
reservoir.
3. Infinite aquifer or reservoir of constant and uniform T and S.
4. Fluid discharging from storage instantaneously with a change in
fluid level and pumped exclusively from storage.









T =  Transmissibility 





Theis, C. V. , 1935, The relation between the lowering of the
piezometric surface and the rate and duration of discharge 
of a well using ground-water storage: Am. Geophys. Union
Trans., v. 16, p. 519-524.
Differential Equation:
*2 s + I li = S. Al liP+Il£. = lHCiE
— rn -v 3 -v- 1, 14-3r̂ * r 3r T 3t B r 2 r 3r k 3t
Boundary Conditions:
at t = 0 , s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t > 0 and r = 00, s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t < 0, = Qq (Q = q = discharging rate, reservoir volume)
at t > 0, Qw = Q + Qq (step change in discharging rate)
as t -*■ 00, Q = 2 i r T r ds/dr or q = 27Tkhr/u dp/dr 
Solution:
OO 00
s - H  du or Ap - -ajL_ (£1 du where u - #  = *B£ii4ttT J u  47rkh J u 4Tt 4kt
u u
e_u du » W(u) = 0.5772 - log u + u - — - — f- —H— _ — + ...... .
'u u e 2! 2 3! 3 4!4
Comments:
Assumptions made are applicable to many artesian aquifers. However, 
the solution may be applied to unconfined aquifers if drawdown is small 
compared to the saturated thickness of the aquifer, dewatering satisfies 
assumption 4, and if flow is parallel to confining beds.
Figure 5 shows the complete solution for an infinite radial system 
for various well radius ratios. As seen from the convergence of the 
various solutions, the Theis solution can be used at any time for a radius 
ratio greater than about 20 or for any radius if the dimensionless time,
T-1348
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st/Q or khAp/qy, is greater than about 10.
Figure 6 from Mueller and Witherspoon (1965) snows the error that 
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Compiled by: R. A. Weaver
From; Source reference
Fluid level at well changed by step sQ or ApQ
Assumptions:
1. Water level in flowing well is changed in amount s q  or ApQ
after t = 0 .
2. Flowing well is of finite diameter and fully penetrates the
aquifer.
3. Infinite aquifer of constant and uniform T and S.
4. Water is discharged from storage instantaneously with a change in
water level and is pumped exclusively from storage in the 
aquifer.







T = Transmissibility 
S = Storage coefficient







A. For the flowing well: Jacob, C. E., and Lohman, S. W., 1952,
Nonsteady flow to a well of constant drawdown in an extensive
aquifer: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 33, no. 4, p. 559-569.
B. For the interference effects: Glover, R. E., 1960, Well pimping
and damage formulas, in Bur. Reclamation Tech. Memo. 657,
sec. A, p. 13, case 5.
Differential Equation:
32s 1 3s S 3s 32p 1 3jd _ <j>yc 3p
3r2 r 3r T 3t °r 3r r 3r k 3t!
Boundary Conditions:
for r > 0 ,  s = 0 or Ap = 0 for t = 0
at r = r , s = s or Ap = Ap for t > 0 w ’ o o
for t > 0 ,  s •> 0 or Ap 0 as r 00 
Solution:
A. For the flowing well:
Q = 27tT(s )G(a) = 27r— (Ap )G(t ) where a = t = — ^=—  o o D D . 2y 4>ycr^
Q =
;o
= 2ttG(oO (See table 2 and figure 8)
Ts.
, Tt , n r  , 4a -aX2where a = —  and G(a) = —
Sr2 tt .w /,
Xe J —  + tan 1
0
J (X)
where J (s) and Y (x) are Bessel functions of zero order of o o
the first and second kinds, respectively.
Values of G(a) were taken from Jacob and Lohman, table 1, 1952.
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B. For the interference effects:
s r/ Tt\ . j e~u2 Ap / kt
r  °r Ap0 = G( ^ c r T j u
/ £ i
J  4Tt
(See table 3 and figure 9)
where G} T-L_) is defined as in Case A.
\4 S)
oo
G~U 2 ^6 v 8
u du - -0.288608 - loge x + ^  - _  + ...
r2S 4>pcr‘ where x = ^
Comments :
For the flowing well the type curve (figure 8) is plotted as
as Q/Ts q (or q^) vs Tt/r2S (or t^). The data curve to be used with
figure 8 is Q vs t.
For analysis of the interference effects, the type curve (figure 9) 
is compared with the data curve of s vs t, or Ap vs t, observed at
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Compiled by: R. A. Weaver
From: Source reference
Drawdown in a square array of wells
Assumptions:
1. Discharge of all wells changed by step Q simultaneously.
2. Wells have infinitesimal diameter, fully penetrate the aquifer,
and are spaced in a square array.
3. Infinite aquifer of constant and uniform T and S.
4. Water is discharged from storage instantaneously with a change
in water level and is pumped exclusively from storage in the
aquifer.
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Moody, W. T., 1955, Determination of minimum drawdown in a square 
array of wells, Tn Bur. Reclamation Tech. Memo. 657, sec. R, 
p. 159.
Auxiliary Reference:
Vargas, J. 0., 1966, Pressure build-up in a reservoir with offset
producers: Master of Science Thesis— Colorado School of Mines
Petroleum Engineering Department.
Differential Equation:
a2s +  i 3s = s. is or a^p + i * £mc a£
r 3r T 3t Sr27 r 3r k 3tBr2"
Boundary Conditions:
at t = 0, s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t > 0 and r = °°, s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t < 0, (Q = q = discharging rate, reservoir volume)
a t t > 0 , Q w = Q + Q o (step change in discharging rate)
at t ■> Q = 2irTr ds/dr or q = 2irkhr/y dp/dr 
Solution:
/°°
Q I e u , ■. r2S bycr2s = —  -du where u = — —  = — -4ttTJ u  4Tt 4kt
u
= W(u) = 0.5772X6 - log^ u + ^  + - ...
(See figure ll)
Comments:
Assumptions made are applicable to many artesian aquifers. However, 
the solution may be applied to unconfined aquifers if drawdown is small 
compared to the original saturated thickness of the aquifer, if dewatering 
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Compiled by: R. A. Weaver
From: Source reference
Response of well of finite diameter to an instantaneous charge 
Assumptions :
1. The volume of fluid stored in well is changed instantaneously.
2. Well has a finite radius and fully penetrates the aquifer or
reservoir.
3. Aquifer or reservoir has infinite radius and constant and
uniform T and S.
4. Fluid is discharged from storage instantaneously with a change
in fluid level and is exclusively from storage.
5. Flow is laminar and without frictional losses in the well.
V




f —  Water level at time t
---Head in aquifer





<—  Well casing aquifer 
or drill pipe
' / _ / /  / / / / / /  / /  /  Impermeable /  /
T = kh = Transmissibility
P




■Well screen or wall of open 
hole





Cooper, H. H., Jr., Bredehoeft, J. D., and Papadopulos, I. S., 1967, 
Response of a finite-diameter well to an instantaneous charge 
of water: Water Res. Research, v. 3, no. 1, p. 263-269.
Auxiliary Reference:
van Poollen, H. K., and Weber, J. B., 1970, DST analyses for high 
influx wells: Paper presented at 1970 AIME-SPE meeting at
Houston, Texas.
Differential Equation:
3s 1 3 s  S 3s 3p 1 3 p  dye 3p
D ^  + 7 i 7 = T 3 r  or 3?' + 7 ¥ 7 = k T E ’
Boundary Conditions:
s(rg ,t) = H(t) at t > 0 
s(°°,t) = 0 at t > 0
s(r,0) = 0 at r > r3 
H(0) = HQ = V/frr£
Solution:
where:
6 = Tt/r2 = kht/ r2p
“ = rI/rcS
V = change in volume of stored water in well, made
instantaneously at t = 0
rg = radius of screened portion of well




Hq = V/2-rrr2 , head change in well at t = 0 caused by
instantaneous change in stored volume
H = head at t > 0 above or below initial level in well
For oil reservoir drill stem tests:
a = r2/r ,2bch w dp
r\ = radius of well bore w
r ^  = radius of drill pipe 
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Compiled b y : R. A. Weaver
From: Source reference
Drawdown around a partially penetrating well
Assumptions:
1. Well discharge is changed by step Q (or q).
2. Well of infinitesimal diameter partially penetrates the
aquifer or reservoir.
3. Infinite aquifer or reservoir of constant and uniform T and S.
4. Fluid is discharged from storage instantaneously with a change
in fluid level and pumped exclusively from storage.







T = kh - Transmissibility





Hantush, M. S., 1957, Nonsteady flow to a well partially 
penetrating an infinite leaky aquifer: Proc. Iraqui
Scientific Soc., v. 1, p. 10.
Witherspoon, P. A., Javendel, I., Newman, S. P., and Freeze, R. A., 
1967, Interpretation of aquifer gas storage conditions from 
water pumping tests: Am. Gas Assoc., Inc., New York.
Auxiliary References:
Hantush, M. S., 1961a, Aquifer tests on partially penetrating wells: 
Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd. Div., no. HY5, paper 2943, 
p. 171-195.
Hantush, M. S., 1961b, Tables of the function M(u,8): New Mexico
Inst. Mining Tech. Prof. Paper 102, Socorro, New Mexico.
Nisle, R. G., 1958, The effect of partial penetration of pressure 
build-up in oil wells: AIME Trans., v. 213, p. 85-90.
Weeks, E. P., 1969, Determining the ratio of horizontal to vertical 
permeability by aquifer-test analysis: Water Res. Research,
v. 5, no. 1.
Differential Equation:
. 1  i§. . a£s _ s_ 9s_ a£p l 3£ sfp _ jn±c ^  _
3r^ r 3r 3z^ ~ T 3t d r 2- r 3r T z ?  " k 3t ;
Boundary Conditions:
at t = 0, s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t > 0 and r = *, s = 0 or Ap = 0
at t < 0, * Q (Q = q = discharging rate, reservoir volume)
at t > 0, a Qq + Q (step change in discharge rate) 





Q 4ŷ-jw(u) + f(z,l,r)J or Ap = + f(z,l,r)j
where:
W(u) - E. (u) =
1 /u u
f(z,l,r) = cos sin exp
■ vlL a b b In=l
( m r r ) 2 _1 ,
- y - - ^ T j y  dy
b = aquifer thickness
1 = depth of well penetration of aquifer, fraction of b 
z = depth of piezometer or observation well penetration, 
fraction of b
Comments:
Witherspoon and others (1967) present a tabulation of dimensionless 
drawdowns for partial penetration in an infinite radial aquifer or 
reservoir for a step change in discharge. There is a type curve for 
each degree of partial penetration and piezometer depth. Because of 
this large number of possible type curves, only one example curve will 
be presented-in this compilation. (See figure 14)
A computer program for generating correction factors for other 
combinations of partial penetration and observation depths is (1970) 
available from E. P. Weeks, U. S. Geolgical Survey, Denver. The program 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
From the previous sections the reader should have learned the type- 
curve method of solution sufficiently to enable him either to use the 
assembled curves to analyze drawdown or build-up test data, or to 
construct similar type curves using the analytical solution which 
assumes his particular boundary conditions.
A complete compilation of type curves was not possible in this 
thesis because of the large number of solutions available and the 
limited time for compilation. It is hoped that subsequent students of 
fluid flow will continue this compilation, using this paper as a 
guideline. The compiler can use Appendix B to locate references when 
developing the type curve for a particular boundary condition problem.
The curves presented in the Results section can be used as a guide for 
format and content.
Presently, it is intended to continue this compilation under the 
direction of R. W. Stallman, Rocky Mountain Regional Research Hydrologist, 
Water Resources Division, U. S. Geological Survey and Dr. H. K. van 
Poollen,, Adjunct Professor at the Colorado School of Mines Petroleum 
Engineering Department. The compilation will be incorporated into a 
loose-leaf addition to the U. S. G. S. technical-manual series. The 
loose-leaf design will facilitate later additions to the compilation. 
Analytical solutions and type curves will be included from unpublished 
sources as well as published hydrology and petroleum literature. These 
unpublished solutions and curves will be solicited from hydrologists and 
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q production rate, res. bbl/day
L 3T ~1
h formation thickness, ft
L
~  transmissibility, md ft/cp 
y L^M”1!
k—  mobility, md/cp
Ap pressure drawdown, psi
ML” 1! -2





c compressibility, psi” 1
M ^ L T 2
h<J>c porosity, thickness, compress­
ibility product, ft psi” 1 
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r • radius of well, ftw
and Water Industry
Water Nomenclature
Q production rate, gallons/min 
L 3T” 2
m formation thickness, ft
L






s drawdown, feet of water
L




S coefficient of storage, fr
rw radius of well, ft 
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B is a collection of abstracts of references which can be 
used to locate an analytical solution to a particular boundary-condition 
flow problem.
The first section is a listing of the references in alphabetical 
order by authorship. This list is included to enable easy location of a 
particular author’s references which are applicable to a particular flow 
problem. The page number found with each of these references indicates 
where the abstract can be found in the second section of this appendix.
The second section is a listing of the references classified by 
various boundary conditions. A short abstract is included for each 
reference listing the solution boundary conditions, method of solution,
and available curves, solutions, and tables found in the reference.
s
This collection of references came from several sources. These 
sources include a bibliography of ground-water papers, by R. W. Stallman, 
a collection of transient-response references from Dr. H. K. van Poollen, 
and a thorough literature search by the author, of the Journal of Petroleum 
Technology and the Society of Petroleum Engineers Journal from 1930 to 
1971. Additional applicable references were found in the bibliographies 
of articles found in the above sources.




RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FROM AVAILABLE LITERATURE
Page
Author index.  ...................   55
I. Confined aquifers or reservoirs ................................  70
Nonleaky caprocks .......................    70
Leaky caprocks................................................ 91
II. Unconfined aquifers or reservoirs ..............................  97
III. Wells in multi-aquifers ......................................... 105
IV. Wells in bounded aquifers ....................................... 109
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Hurst, William, 1960, Interference between oilfields: AIME Trans.,
v. 219, p. 175-192.
Hurst uses material balance approach to develop equations for 
interference between two oilfields connected by a common aquifer. 
Assumes infinite aquifer but briefly mentions use of images to 
account for barrier or reservoir limits.
Jacob, C. E., 1941a, Coefficients of storage and transmissibility obtained 
from pumping tests in the Houston District, Texas: Amer. Geophys.
Union Trans., p. 744-756.
Field case using Theis solution to determine T and S of 
infinite homogeneous artesian aquifer. No tables in reference, 
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__________ 1941b, Notes on the elasticity of the Lloyd Sand on Long
Island, New York: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 24, p. 564-573.
Jacob correlates the ground-water level with precipitation 
on Long Island, New York. Boundaries approximate infinite strip 
confined between parallel boundaries at constant head (sea level). 
This article not applicable— does not use response function. No 
tables, equations, or curves.
Kashef, A. I., Touloukian, Y. S., and Fadum, R. E., 1952, Numerical 
solutions of steady-state and transient flow problems— artesian 
and water-table wells: Purdue Univ., Eng. Expt. Sta. Bull. 117,
116 p.
can not locate reference
Kriz, G. J., Scott, V. H., and Burgy, R. H., 1966, Graphical determination 
of confined aquifer parameters: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc.,
Hyd. Div., no. HY5, p. 39-48.
Graphical type-curve solution to find parameters of confined 
aquifer. Same equation developed as Theis, except they use 
h/h- instead of S. Their type curve is of X= h/he versus 
r2s/4Tt, where 0 < X < 1.0. Reference includes analytical solution, 




Li, W. H., 1954, Interaction between well and aquifer: Am. Soc.
Civil Engineers Proc. , v. 80, sep. 578, 14 p.
The author uses two-dimensional radial-flow equation, 
conservation of energy equation, and Darcy’s Law to derive 
equation describing hydrostatic head distribution in artesian 
aquifer. He assumes constant discharge rate from a fully 
penetrating well. Reference includes equations but no tables or 
type curves.
Lohman, S. W., 1957, Method of determining the coefficient of storage 
from straight-line plots without extrapolation: U. S. Geol.
Survey, Ground Water Notes, Hydraulics, no. 33, 6 p.
Lohman combines equations developed by Jacob and Cooper to 
get equation which solves for S from a dimensionless semi-log 
drawdown plot without extrapolating straight-line part of plot. 
Method uses only straight-line section of semi-log plot and is 
not a type-curve method of solution.
Matthies, E. P., 1964, Practical application of interference tests: 
Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 249-252.
This reference shows field study of interference test.
Author assumes an infinite reservoir and constant producing 
rates from the discharging wells. Interference is calculated and 
measured for verification of interference equations. Test 
results verify unsteady-state flow equations found in other 
literature. Reference includes no solutions, graphs, or tables 
usable in the compilation.
Mortada, Mohamed, 1955, A practical method for treating oilfield inter­
ference in water-drive reservoirs: AIME Trans., v. 204, p. 217-226.
Mortada assumes constant rate well in reservoir surrounded 
by an infinite homogeneous aquifer. Equations are shown with 
curves of dimensionless time versus dimensionless pressure for 
various) times and radii. No tables are included.
Mueller, T. D., and Witherspoon, P. A., 1965, Pressure interference
effects within reservoirs and aquifers: AIME Trans., p. 471-474.
The exact solution is used to solve for drawdown around a 
constant rate well in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic aquifer 
or reservoir. This exact solution is compared graphically with 
the Theis solution and shows error of Theis at small-time intervals
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or close to the discharging well. Tables are not included but 
type curve is shown with dimensionless time versus dimensionless 
pressure drop.
Nowak, T. J., and Lester, G. W., 1955, Analysis of pressure fall-off 
curves obtained in water injection wells to determine injective 
capacity and formation damage: AIME Trans., v. 204, p. 98-102.
The straight-line semi-log plot of injection well pressure 
is used to analyze reservoir and wellbore characteristics. No 
tables or type curves are included in the reference.
Papadopulos, I. S., and Cooper, H. H., Jr., 1967, Drawdown in a well 
of large diameter: Water Res. Research, v. 3, no. 1, p. 241-244.
A solution is presented for constant discharge drawdown in a 
large diameter well fully penetrating an infinite homogeneous 
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well radius and the storage capacity of the wellbore. Equations 
are shown with tables of solutions as well as a dimensionless 
type curve of response for various well diameters.
Ramey, H. J., Jr., 1965, Non-Darcy flow and wellbore storage effects 
in pressure build-up and drawdown of gas wells: Jour. Petroleum
Technology, v. 17, p. 223-233.
Ramey shows effect on pressure buildup of wellbore storage 
and non-Darcy flow. Reference includes equation development and 
dimensionless curves showing wellbore storage effect on buildup. 
Assumes infinite homogeneous reservoir— except near well, and 
constant discharge well.
__________ 1970, Short-time well test data interpretation in the presence
of skin effect and wellbore storage: Jour. Petroleum Technology,
p. 97-104.
Ramey outlines type-curve technique which he uses to analyze 
short-time well tests. Reference describes analysis of these data 
which are affected by wellbore storage, perforations, partial 
penetration, and wellbore damage. Reference includes equations 
and small example type curves but no fables for curve construction.
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Steven, W. F., and Thodos, George, 1959, Prediction of approximate time 
of interference between adjacent wells: AIME Technical Note 2044,
p. 77-79.
Authors use Theis assumptions and solution to solve for time 
of interference at various radii from discharging well. Field 
case application of Theis solution.
Theis, C. V. , 1932, Equations for lines of flow in vicinity of discharging 
artesian well: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 13, p. 317-320.
Not applicable. Theis develops velocity equations for 
artesian aquifer. Equation for flow lines in polar system. Does 
not solve for any reservoir parameters.
 1935, The relation between the lowering of the piezometric
surface and the rate and duration of discharge of a well using 
ground-water storage: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., part 2, p. 519-
524.
Theis refers to analogy between heat transfer and artesian 
aquifer cases. Shows interference case and then applies superposition 
to the recovery of well (buildup). Assumes infinite artesian 
aquifer with uniform and constant T and S. Well fully penetrates 
and is infinitesimal in diameter. Article includes equations 
but no tables or curves. Tables of W(u) have been published in 
numerous other references.
_____ 1938, The significance and nature of the cone of depression
in ground-water bodies: Econ. Geology, v. 33, no. 3, p. 889-902.
Same boundary conditions of Theis (1935), and same solution. 
Theis includes example plots of drawdown versus time and distance 
to supplement his discussion of the cone of depression in artesian 
aquifers. Includes tables of W(u) and equations used to generate 
the table.
 1940, The source of water derived from wells: Civil Eng.,
v. 10, no. 5, p. 277-280.
Theis discusses the source of well water (storage and recharge) 
and the cone of depression in aquifers. Discusses drawdown equation 
and includes curves which were published in Theis (1938). Includes 




Theis, C. V., and Brown, R. H., 1951, Use of slide rule in solving
ground water problems involving application of the nonequilibrium 
formula: U. S. Geol. Survey Water Res. Bull., p. 66-67.
The authors show method of constructing special scales which 
can be attached to a slide rule. Scale can be used to quickly 
calculate drawdown anywhere in given aquifer. Reference includes 
no equations, tables, or type curves for compilation.
Thomas, R. G., 1961, Graphical solution of ground-water flow problems: 
Internat. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol. Bull. 6 , no. 4, p. 50-69.
Graphical solutions to linear and radial ground-water flow. 
Includes following boundary conditions: Linear flow with constant
head, linear flow with leaky confining bed, linear flow with constant 
recharge, radial flow with constant head, radial flow in unconfined 
aquifer, and several others. But this is a graphical technique 
for solving for drawdown with the use of finite differences 
instead of a type-curve solution. Includes no analytical solutions, 
tables, or type curves.
van Everdingen, A. F., 1953, The skin effect and its influence on the
the productive capacity of a well: AIME Trans., v. 198, p. 171-176.
Solutions are shown for incompressible fluid flow and steady- 
state and nonsteady-state compressible fluid flow. Van Everdingen 
shows how wellbore storage and skin damage can effect pressure 
test data. Methods of determining reservoir pressure, skin 
factor and permeability use the straight-line portion of the 
build-up curve. Example semi-log curves are shown but no 
generalized type curves. In this reference van Everdingen treats 
only infinite homogeneous (except skin damage) isotropic reservoirs.
van Poollen, H. K., and Weber, J. B., 1970, DST analyses for high
influx wells: Paper presented at 1970 AIME-SPE meeting at Houston,
Texas.
Van Poollen and Weber show analogy between aquifer "slug" 
tests and oil reservoir drill stem tests. A method is presented 
which can be used to analyze DST data taken from high influx wells. 
Reference includes equation development, tables of response 
function solution, and example type curves.
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Warren, J. E., and Hartsock, J. H. , 1960, Well interference: Jour.
Petroleum Technology, v. 9, p. 89-91.
Interference between wells and the estimated time until 
interference is detected is solved by using an asymptotic solution 
of the diffusivity equation. An infinite homogeneous reservoir 
is assumed with a constant rate produced from the wells. A 
second method, using superposition, is proposed, which gives 
results comparable to those of the first method. Equation and 
example curves are shown but no tables.
Wyrick, G. G., and Floyd, E. 0., 1961, Microtime measurements in
aquifer tests on open-hole artesian wells: U. S. Geol. Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1545-A, 11 p.
This reference describes mechanics of artesian aquifer tests 
using data from very short shut-in tests. Straight-line semi-log 
plot (Cooper and Jacob, 1946) is used. The authors assume full 
penetration of homogeneous artesian aquifer. Field case study of 
two wells is presented. There are no equations, tables, or 
type curves included which are applicable to type-curve compilation.
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Variable transmissibility and storage, and constant discharge rate
Hantush, M. S., 1962b, Flow of ground water in sands of nonuniform 
thickness, 1, Flow in a wedge-shaped aquifer: Jour. Geophys.
Research, v. 67, p. 703-709.
Hantush shows that an aquifer of nonuniform thickness cannot 
be treated with general Theis solution except at very short time 
intervals. Generates solutions for sudden changes, intermittent 
changes, and sinusoidal changes in water level for semi-infinite 
and finite wedge-shaped aquifers. Includes equation but no curves 
or tables.
 1962c, Flow of ground water in sands of nonuniform thickness,
2, Approximate theory: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 67, p. 711-720.
Hantush develops the theory of above boundary conditions.
Also includes two curves of head distribution versus time for two 
cases.
 1962d, Flow of ground water in sands of nonuniform thickness,
3, Flow to wells: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 67, p. 1527-1534.
Hantush develops equations for well discharging near stream, 
near barrier, and in an infinite wedge-shaped aquifer. Includes 
equation for drawdown and discharge and curves for comparison of 
this solution and Theis uniform thickness solution. No tables.
Mortada, Mohamed, 1960, Oilfield interference in aquifers of non-uniform 
properties: AIME Trans., v. 217, p. 412-414.
Mortada solves simultaneous differential equations to get 
equation for interference in aquifer with radial variation in 
permeability. Shows that some simplification of solutions can 
lead to considerable error in oilfield application. No tables or 
applicable curves are included.
Shvortsov, V. V., 1964, The effect of random distribution of
impermeable sections on the average hydraulic conductivity of a 
formation: Glen Ridge, New Jersey, Assoc. Tech. Serv., Inc., 
no. RJ-4494, 8 p.
can not locate reference
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Anisotropic transmissibility, constant storage and discharge rate
Chatas, A. T., 1966, Unsteady spherical flow in petroleum reservoirs:
AIME Trans., v. 237, part 2, p. 102-114.
Analytical equations are developed for dimensionless drawdown 
and dimensionless rate for the constant drawdown and constant 
rate cases for production from either finite or infinite reservoirs. 
Chatas assumes spherical flow in an anisotropic reservoir. The 
reference includes equations and dimensionless tables for type- 
curve construction.
Hantush, M. S., 1966a, Analysis of data from pumping tests in
anisotropic aquifers: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 71, no. 2,
p. 421-426.
Assumes infinite anisotropic aquifer either with or without 
leakage. Also well must fully penetrate aquifer or be far enough 
away from the observation wells to approximate full penetration. 
Hantush includes equation development for tests to determine 
anisotropic direction but includes no tables or type curves.
 1966b, A method for analyzing a drawdown test in anisotropic
aquifers: Water Res. Research, v. 2, no. 2, p. 281-285.
Hantush develops procedure which determines permeability 
in any direction in a homogeneous anisotropic nonleaky aquifer. 
Method primarily used in recovery or build-up analysis. Data is 
necessary from several interference wells. Reference includes 
equations but no curves or tables.
 1966c, Wells in homogeneous anisotropic aquifers: Water
Res. Research, v. 2, no. 2, p. 273-279.
Hantush develops solutions for drawdown around wells 
penetrating homogeneous anisotropic aquifers. Assumes infinite 
aquifer and presents solutions for both partial and full 
penetration with or without vertical leakage from confining beds. 
Reference presents equations but no tables or curves of solutions.
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Mueller, T. D., 1962, Transient response of nonhomogeneous aquifers:
AIME Trans., v. 225, p. 33-52.
Shows solutions for aquifer equation for homogeneous system 
and then for the response functions for nonhomogeneous aquifers.
He includes equations used in finite-difference technique and 
several type curves. Curves for constant pressure at outer 
boundary, constant terminal rate, and constant pressure at wellbore 
in nonhomogeneous systems are included.
Papadopulos, I. S., 1965, Nonsteady flow to a well in an infinite
anisotropic aquifer: Internat. Assoc. Sci. Hydrology Symposium,
Dubrovnik, p. 21-31.
Assumes fully penetrating well of constant discharge in 
infinite anisotropic aquifer. Shows solution of analytical 
equation and includes equations needed to construct type curves 
and a good summary of method of type-curve solution technique.
Also includes straight-line approximation for extended tests. Can 




Uniform transmissibility and storage, constant discharge rate,
and partial penetration
Clegg, M. W., and Mills, M., 1969, A study of the behavior of partially 
penetrating wells: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 9, no. 2,
p. 189-203.
The authors present an approximate analytical solution for 
pressure distribution in an infinite reservoir partially 
penetrated by a constant producing well. They account for the 
effects of anisotropy and solution assumes that penetrated zone 
has boundary of either the upper or lower reservoir confining 
formation. Equations and approximations are shown but no tables 
of solutions or general type curves.
Hantush, M. S., 1961b, Drawdown around a partially penetrating well:
Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd. Div., no. HY4, p. 83-98.
Hantush develops equations for unsteady drawdown in an 
artesian, uniform, infinite aquifer around a partially penetrating 
well. Equations are in a form compatable with easy type-curve 
compilation. Includes equations, tables, and a few type curves 
to exemplify technique. This reference has respective approximate 
solutions for varying length of dimensionless time.
__________ 1961c, Tables of the function W(u,8): New Mexico Inst. Mining
Tech. Prof. Paper 104, Socorro, New Mexico, 13 p.
This reference is a tabulation of W(u,$) values which are used 
to construct type curves for analyses of infinite leaky aquifers. 
Values are tabulated for a range of dimensionless times and amounts 
of aquifer leakage.
. 1961d, Aquifer tests on partially penetrating wells: Am. Soc.
Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd. Div., no. HY5, paper 2943, p. 171- 
195.
This reference uses the solutions obtained in drawdown around 
a partially penetrating well (Hantush, 1961b) to show various 
techniques for obtaining aquifer parameters from drawdown or 
recovery tests. Includes equations, tables, curves, and summaries 




Kirkham, D., 1959, Exact theory of flow into a partially penetrating 
well: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 64, no. 9, p. 1317-1327.
Development of exact solution for aquifer response to 
production from partially penetrating well. Shows equation which 
must be solved for each flow geometry. Assumes infinite 
homogeneous aquifer. But does not assume well diameter small 
compared with aquifer thickness. Includes no tables or curves.
Nisle, R. G., 1953, The effect of partial penetration on pressure 
build-up in oil wells: AIME Trans., v. 213, p. 85-90.
Mathematical theory of radial flow in an infinite homogeneous 
reservoir is extended to account for partial penetration of the 
producing formation. A line source solution and method of images 
are used to solve for drawdown at various times for different 
degrees of penetration. Several semi-log plots of drawdown 
versus time are included as well as the equations but no general 
type curves or tables for type-curve construction.
Weeks, E. P., 1964, A field method for determining the ratio of
horizontal to vertical permeability in sediments, in Geol. Survey 
Research, 1964: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 501-D.
Weeks shows finite-difference and type-curve method of 
solving for ratio of permeabilities. Does not include tables or 
type curves but has equation for drawdown evaluation. . Assumes 
infinite anisotropic artesian aquifer with partially penetrating 
well.
Uniform transmissibility and storage, and constant drawdown
Clegg, M. W., 1967, Some approximate solutions of radial flow problems 
associated with production at constant well pressure: AIME Trans,
v. 2AO, part 1, p. 31-A2.
The author uses a method of inversion of LaPlace transforms 
to develop analytical equations for drawdown in a constant rate 
well and production from a constant drawdown well. He assumes an 
infinite homogeneous isotropic reservoir and accounts for possible 
wellbore damage. A detailed mathematical development of the 
analytical equations is shown but no tables of solutions or type 
curves are included.
Glover, R. E., 1960, Well pumping and drainage formulas, in Bureau of 
Reclamation Technical Memorandum No. 657, Section A, p. 13 - case
Glover develops equations assuming an infinite homogeneous 
isotropic aquifer for constant drawdown in fully penetrating 
well. Shows not only case for discharging well but interference 
effects away from the well. Reference includes equations, tables, 
and type curves.
Jacob, C. E., and Lohman, S. W., 1952, Nonsteady flow to a well of 
constant drawdown in an extensive aquifer: Am. Geophys. Union 
Trans., v. 33, no. A, p. 559-569.
For an effectively infinite aquifer with uniform T and S with 
fully penetrating well with constant drawdown. Reference includes 
equation development, table for curve construction, and a field 
case. Also a good example of type-curve application. Straight 
line method of solution evaluated.
van Poollen, H. K., 1967, How to analyze flowing well-test data: Oil 
and Gas Jour., reprint, January 16, A p.
Reference combines Jacob and Lohman reference with others to 
show analysis of constant drawdown well. Shows comparison of 
constant pressure and constant rate tests. Includes table for 
curve construction and field case of solution technique. Assumes 




Uniform transmissibility and storage, and variable discharge
Abu-Zied, M. A., 1964, Modified solutions for decreasing discharge
wells: Amer. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd^atrli'cs' Div., v. 90,
no. HY6 , p. 145-160.
Type-curve method compared with Theis and Jacob method. 
Assumes variable discharge from infinite isotropic homogeneous 
aquifer. Full penetration. Modification involves dividing 
measured drawdown by an adjustment factor that tends to straighten 
plotted data. This reference includes tables for type-curve 
construction.
Hantush, M. S., 1964, Drawdown around wells of variable discharge:
Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 69, no. 20, p. 4221-4235.
Hantush develops analytical solutions to solve for aquifer 
properties using the drawdown of a well of variable discharge. 
Reference includes solutions for exponential and hyperbolic 
discharge decline as well as periodic discharge. Leaky aquifers 
as well as nonleaky aquifers are taken into account. All solutions 
are for effectively infinite homogeneous isotropic aquifers.
Includes solution for sloping aquifer.
Jargon, J. R., and van Poollen, H. K. , 1965, Unit response function from 
varying-rate data: AIME Trans., v. 234, p. 965-969.
The authors develop a method for obtaining single-well response 
functions which can be used to convert constant rate data to 
constant pressure at wellbore and vice-versa, and to change 
varying-rate data to constant rate conditions. The reference 
includes response function equations and field cases demonstrating 
the technique.
Odeh, A. S., and Selig, F., 1963, Pressure build-up analysis, variable- 
rate case: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 790-794.
Equations are developed to improve on Horner’s method of 
analyzing build-up tests following a period of variable production 
rates. Not applicable to type-curve compilation because authors 
show only a different method of calculating parameters used in 
analyzing straight-line semi-log graphs of buildup.
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Odeh, A. S., and Jones, L. G., 1965, Pressure drawdown analysis, variable- 
rate case: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 960-964.
Equations are developed and method outlined to determine 
transmissibility of oil and gas reservoirs. Authors use a point 
source solution assuming an infinite homogeneous isotropic 
reservoir— except near the wellbore where skin damage may exist. 
Equations are shown but no curves or tables for type-curve 
construction.
Russell, D. G., 1963, Determination of formation characteristics from 
two-rate flow tests: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 1347-1355.
Russell recognizes existing problems with pressure build-up 
tests and develops equations to be used in analyzing two-rate 
drawdown tests. Reference includes equations, field examples, and 
semi-log curves. Curves are not general type curves but are 
used in examples. Solutions assume an infinite, isotropic, 
homogeneous reservoir. Appendix shows effect of linear barrier 
on test behavior.
Sternberg, Y. M . , 1968, Simplified solution for variable rate pumping 
test: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd. Div., v. 94,
no. HY1, p. 177-180.
Sternberg takes Hantush (1964) and Abu-Zied (1964) method, 
modifies the equations, and applies the principle of superposition 
to simplify the solution. Simplified method uses straight line 
plot to determine T and S. Reference includes equations and field 
case but no tables or type curves. Uses same assumptions as 
Hantush.
Wigley, T. M. L., 1968, Flow into a finite well with arbitrary discharge: 
Jour. Hydrology, v. 6, no. 2, p. 209-213.
Assumes finite radius well in an infinite homogeneous 
isotropic aquifer. Uses Fourier integral to solve for discharge 




Nonuniform transmissibility and storage (fractured),
and constant discharge rate
Clark, K. K., 1968, Transient pressure testing of fractured water 
injection wells: Jour. Petroleum Technology, v. 243, no. 6,
p. 639-643.
The author uses solution of Russell and Truitt (1964) to 
devise method of determining length of fracture extending from 
water injection well using pressure fall-off data. Not a type- 
curve method of solution.
Elkins, L. F., and Skov, Arlie, 1960, Determination of fracture
orientation from pressure interference: AIME Trans., v. 219,
p. 301-304.
Field application of interference well testing. Not enough 
detail included for any type-curve compilation.
Kazemi, Hossein, 1969, Pressure transient analysis of naturally 
fractured reservoirs with uniform fracture distribution:
Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 9, no. 4, p. 451-462.
Kazemi presents a fractured reservoir model to analyze 
pressure buildup and drawdown. Analytical equations are shown 
with a few dimensionless drawdown curves and compared to those of 
Warren and Root. Kazemi assumes homogeneous infinite reservoir 
blocks separated by a uniform fracture system.
Kazemi, Hossein, Seth, M. S., and Thomas, G. W., 1969, The interpretation 
of interference tests in naturally fractured reservoirs with uniform 
fracture distribution: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 9, no. 4,
p. 463-472.
The authors show that for short time tests, the homogeneous 
assumptions in reservoir analysis lead to errors when interpreting 
tests from fractured systems. Not a type-curve technique but 
reference does include an analytical solution of pressure distribution.
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Odeh, A. S., 1965, Unsteady-state behavior of naturally fractured 
reservoirs: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., SPE 966, 6 p.
A simplified model is used to develop response function that 
describes behavior of homogeneously fractured reservoir. Equation 
which is derived has solution identical to equation for homogeneous 
nonfractured reservoir. Odeh thus shows that one cannot, from 
pressure buildup or drawdown, determine whether a reservoir is 
fractured. Reference includes equation development but no tables or 
type curves.
Prats, M., Hazebroek, P., and Strickler, W. R., 1962, Effect of
vertical fractures on reservoir behavior— compressible-fluid case: 
Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., p. 87-94.
The authors assume a homogeneous constant thickness circular 
reservoir cut by a single vertical fracture. They develop an 
analytical solution for pressure behavior of a single well.
The equations are shown with a dimensionless production versus 
dimensionless time curve to compare a fractured reservoir with 
its equivalent unfractured reservoir. No general solutions or 
type curves are included.
Russell, D. G., and Truitt, N. E., 1964, Transient pressure behavior 
in vertically fractured reservoirs: Jour. Petroleum Technology,
p. 1159-1170.
Analytical equations are developed to solve for transient 
response in a reservoir with fractures, of limited areal extent, 
that have infinite flow capacity and fully penetrate the reservoir. 
The authors compare their development with other publications. 
Equations are shown and several semi-log curves of dimensionless 
pressure versus dimensionless time to show effect of vertical 
fractures. A table is included in the Appendix for type-curve 
construction for various extents of fracture. These tabular values 
will have to be multiplied by a constant to be consistent with 
compilation format.
Scott, J. 0., 1963, The effect of vertical fractures on transient
pressure behavior of wells: AIME Trans., v. 228, p. 1365-1369.
Combining an analytical equation and a heat flow model,
Scott develops a set of dimensionless response curves for pressure 
behavior in a vertically fractured reservoir. Curves are shown 
for various degrees of afterflow. He shows how dimensionless 
curves can be used to find true formation permeability, effective 
wellbore size, and fracture length. The assumptions are that the 
reservoir is homogeneous, inotropic, of constant thickness, and is 
cut by a single vertical fracture with infinite flow capacity.
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Warren, J. E., and Root, P. J., 1963, The behavior of naturally fractured 
reservoirs: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 3, p. 245-255.
Analytical equations are developed to study unsteady-state 
pressure response in a fractured or vugular reservoir. The model 
used assumes isotropic homogeneous blocks separated by a uniform 
grid of high permeability fracture planes. Reference includes 




Cooper, H. H., Jr., and Jacob, C. E., 1946, A generalized graphical
method for evaluating formation constants and summarizing well-field 
history: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 27, p. 526-534.
Assume infinite isotropic homogeneous aquifer with field of 
fully penetrating well. They apply principle of superposition to 
each well and analyze aquifer by generalized straight-line 
method. Includes field case but no tables or curves for compilations.
Kunkel, Fred, 1960, Time, distance, and drawdown relationships in a 
pumped ground-water basin: U. S. Geol. Survey Circ. 433, 8 p.
Kunkel assumes constant-thickness infinite homogeneous 
isotropic aquifer that is fully penetrated by discharging well.
He uses Theis nonequilibrium solution to show drawdown curves 
at various radii from the discharging wells. Type curves are used 
to show effect of discharging rate and time on drawdown throughout 
aquifer. Curves and Theis equation are presented but no tables. 
Article shows application of Theis nonequilibrium equation.
Moody, W. T., 1955, Determination of minimum drawdown in a square
array of wells, in Bur. Reclamation Tech. Memo. 657, sec. R., p. 159.
Moody used Theis equation and superposition for solving for 
the minimum drawdown in square array of wells. Includes type 
curves for 4, 16, 32, 64, 100, and ® wells in array. Assumes 
infinite homogeneous isotropic reservoir with all wells producing 
at a constant rate.
Robinson, G. M., and Skibitzke, H. E., 1962, A formula for computing
transmissibility causing maximum possible drawdown due to pumping: 
U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 1536-F, 6 p.
This reference develops nonequilibrium formula for finding 
transmissibility which causes maximum drawdown in an array of 
wells. Not a type-curve method.
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Vargas, J. 0., 1966, Pressure build-up in a reservoir with offset 
producers: Master of Science Thesis— Colorado School of Mines
Petroleum Engineering Department.
The author uses dimensionless reservoir response curves to 
determine the effect of well interference on pressure buildup. He 
assumes a square pattern of wells in both infinite and finite 
reservoirs. The thesis includes the analytical solutions, 
computer flow diagrams, dimensionless response curves, and sample 
problems.
Wenzel, L. K., and Greenlee, A. L., 1943, A method for determining
transmissibility— and storage coefficients by tests of multiple well 
systems: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 24, p. 547-564.
They assume same boundary conditions as original Theis 
solution— infinite, homogeneous, isotropic aquifer fully penetrated 
by well of infinitesimal diameter. Theis solution is used for 
each well and superposition is used to calculate response at any 
point in reservoir. Reference includes tables generated for 




Leaky, uniform transmissibility and storage, and constant discharge rate
Cooper, H. H., Jr., 1963, Type curves for nonsteady radial flow in an 
infinite leaky aquifer, in Methods of aquifer tests: U. S. Geol.
Survey Water-Supply Paper 1545-C, p. C48-C55.
Assumes full penetration of infinite reservoir which is 
confined by leaky aquifer. This reference includes the derivation 
of equations used for type-curve construction, type curves, and a 
field case where method of solution is applied.
DeWiest, R. J. M., 1961b, On the theory of leaky aquifers: Jour.
Geophys. Research, v. 66, no. 12, p. 4257-4262.
Potential or drawdown distribution is solved for a finite 
aquifer for the cases of constant drawdown and constant discharge. 
Unsteady flow assumed from finite leaky aquifer. Equations are 
presented and a small type curve is used showing field case.
Tables for curve compilation and usable curves are not included in 
this reference.
Jacob, C. E., 1946, Radial flow in a leaky artesian aquifer: Am. Geophys.
Union Trans., v. 27, no. 2, p. 198-208.
Solves partial differential equation for vertical leakage 
proportional to drawdown into an infinite elastic aquifer. Includes 
both steady state and nonsteady state solutions with tables and 
curves of s/QM^T versus Tt/r2s.
Hantush, M. S., 1956, Analysis of data from pumping tests in leaky 
aquifers: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 37, p. 702-714.
Assumes infinite and perfectly elastic aquifer of uniform 
thickness. Leakage is proportional to drawdown. Reference outlines 
graphical method for determining T and S from drawdown from 
constant-discharging well. Includes tables for curve compilation 
and a few curves which are used in field cases exemplifying 
graphical method. Also shows how to solve for the leakage 
coefficient from a semi-log plot of drawdown data.
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_____ 1957, Non-steady flow to a well partially penetrating an
infinite leaky aquifer: Proc. Iraqui Scientific Soc., v. 1, p. 10.
Aquifer potential at a distance from the discharging well and 
at various times is found for a constant-discharging well.
Leakage from the confining bed is assumed proportional to drawdown. 
Storage in the confining bed is neglected. General solution is 
developed for a partially penetrating well for both steady state 
and nonsteady state. A few curves are shown but curves will have 
to be constructed to meet the specific conditions of a particular 
test.
 1960, Modification of the theory of leaky aquifers: Jour.
Geophys. Research, v. 65, no. 11, p. 3713-3725.
Hantush solves for drawdown in semi-confined (leaky) infinite 
aquifer. He takes into account the water released from storage 
from the semi-confining bed as opposed to earlier references which 
neglect the amount of water released. He still assumes the head in 
the confining bed to stay constant and that there is horizontal 
flow in the discharging aquifer. Several curves are included to 
exemplify deviation from Theis’s curve and a table of values is 
presented for curve construction.
___________1961a, Tables of the function H(u,8): New Mexico Inst. Mining
Tech. Prof. Paper 103, Socorro, New Mexico, 13 p.
This reference is a tabulation of drawdown versus time values 
for various degrees of leakage. Type curves for leaky aquifer 
systems can easily be constructed from these tabulated values.
__________ 1967, Flow of groundwater in relatively thick leaky aquifers:
Water Res. Research, v. 3, no. 2, p. 583-590.
Equations are shown for drawdown in thick leaky uniform 
infinite aquifer as a result of constant rate discharge from partial 
or fully penetration well. Hantush also compares these equations 
with approximate solutions (those for "thin" aquifers). No tables 
or type curves are included.
Hantush, M. S., and Jacob, C. E., 1954, Plane potential flow of
ground water with linear leakage: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 35,
p. 917-936.
Assume vertical leakage into aquifer. Use superposition to 
solve for infinite plane, infinite half plane (linear barrier), 
infinite quadrant (two perpendicular barriers), and infinite strip. 
Reference includes the developed equations and example type curves.
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_1955a, Non-steady radial flow in an infinite leaky aquifer:
Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 36, no. 1, p. 95-100.
Developed equations for infinite aquifer confined by leaky 
bed. Same case as in Hantush and Jacob (1954). This reference 
presents tables and type curve for specific leakage rate. Other 
tables can be assembled with equations and an arbitrary leakage 
rate.
Hiller, M. C., Tek, M. R., and Katz, D. L., 1965, Effect of adjacent 
expansible fluids and caprock leakage on buildup and drawdown 
behavior of wells in an aquifer: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour.,
SPE 982, 12 p.
The authors present a study of the effect of expansion of 
near-by fluid and caprock leakage in pressure buildup and drawdown 
data. Their method uses interference data rather than data from 
the pumping well to eliminate skin effects and afterflow. The 
caprock leakage case is an expansion of work done by Hantush and 
Jacob to include leakage from below. The authors also change the 
definition of terms to oilfield units. Reference includes the 
equation development and a few dimensionless curves.
Witherspoon, P. A., Mueller, T. D., and Donovan, R. W., 1962, Evaluation 
of underground gas-storage conditions in aquifers through 
investigations of groundwater hydrology: AIME Trans., v. 225,
p. 555-654.
The authors present guidelines for evaluating the permeability 
of aquifers and aquifer caprocks. They use a solution from 
Hantush's leaky aquifer pulications and also develop a finite 
difference model to assist in caprock evaluation. A field case 





Hantush, M. S., and Papadopulos, I. S., 1962, Flow of ground water to 
collector wells: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., v. 88, no. HY5,
p. 221-244.
Assume constant discharge and horizontal and uniform isotropic 
aquifer. Approximate horizontal well with well of equal effective 
radius. Develop analytical solution, using superposition and the 
method of images, for wells near a stream in a water table aquifer, 
wells in an artesian aquifer, and wells under a stream bed. Only 
equations given, with no tables and curves except one example curve.
Spiridonoff, S. V., 1964, Design and use of radial collector wells:
Am. Water Works Assoc. Jour., v. 56, no. 6, p. 689-698.
This reference is summary of design of collector wells. He 
compares this method of well installation with surface water.
Includes a listing of collector wells in United States. No equations, 




Chatas, A. T. , 1953, A practical treatment of nonsteady-state flow 
problems in reservoir systems - Part 3: Petroleum Engineer 25,
B-44, August.
A complete resume of the Hurst-van Everdingen equations is 
presented with tables of dimensionless response for the following:
(1) infinite radial system, constant rate and constant pressure 
case, (2) finite radial system with closed exterior boundary, 
constant pressure and constant rate case. These tables can be 
used to construct dimensionless type curves for any of the above 
cases. Reference shows Hurst-van Everdingen equation and assumptions. 
They assume a single-phase fluid, laminar horizontal flow, 
homogeneous isotropic reservoir, and ideal radial and linear 
symmetry.
Hantush, M. S., 1959, Nonsteady flow to flowing wells in leaky aquifers: 
Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 64, no. 8, p. 1043-1052.
Drawdown distribution is determined around a constant 
discharging well in a leaky aquifer. Three cases are considered:
(1) well in an infinite leaky aquifer, (2) well in a finite leaky 
aquifer surrounded by zero drawdown at the outer boundary, and 
(3) well in a finite leaky aquifer surrounded by a no-flow 
barrier. Hantush also shows the solutions if there is no leakage.
This reference includes analytical solutions and tables of the 
functions but no type curves except one to exemplify method of 
curve construction.
Matthews, C. S., 1961, Analysis of pressure build-up and flow test data: 
Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 862-870.
This reference is a review of method used to analyse well 
pressure tests to determine formation pressure, permeability, and 
skin damage. Cases reviewed include solutions for infinite 
homogeneous reservoirs, finite homogeneous reservoirs, wellbore 
damage, effect of wellbore storage, heterogeneous reservoirs, gas 
wells, two phase flow, and partial penetration wells. Pressure 
fall off and interference and flow tests are discussed. Includes 
no dimensionless type curves or tables but the reference shows 
several useful equations and field cases.
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Rowan, G., and Clegg, M. W., 1962, An approximate method for transient 
radial flow: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., p. 225-256.
Analytical solutions for flow of gases, compressible liquids, 
and incompressible liquids are shown for homogeneous systems, 
vertically-stratified systems, multi-well systems, and systems 
with radial variations in permeability. Both infinite and finite 
cases are studied. Reference includes only equation development 
and approximations to the equations, but no tables or curves of 
solutions.
van Everdingen, A. F., and Hurst, W., 1949, The application of the
LaPlace transformation to flow problems in reservoirs: AIME Trans.,
v. 186, p. 305-324.
This reference shows development of fundamental response 
equations for several boundary conditions. These boundary 
conditions include constant rate and constant pressure cases for 
both infinite and finite aquifer or reservoir systems with the 
finite system bounded by either a constant pressure or no flow 
barrier. Analytical solutions are presented with tables of 
dimensionless drawdown versus dimensionless time. A few curves 
are shown but type curves would have to be assembled from tables.
van Poollen, H. K., and Jargon, J. R., 1969, Steady-state and unsteady- 
state flow of non-Newtonian fluids through porous media: Soc.
Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 9, no. 1, p; 80-88.
A finite difference solution is used to study pressure 
transient behavior in a radial system where fluid is non-Newtonian. 
Dimensionless drawdown curves are shown for several sets of 
conditions of non-Newton flow. Finite difference equations are 
shown and a few example curves. This reference is used to 
analyze data collected from injection wells where gelled or 
'thickened non-Newtonian fluid is being injected.
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II. Unconfined Aquifers or Reservoirs 
Uniform transmissibility and storage, and constant discharge rate
Hantush, M. S., 1962a, On the validity of the Dupuit-Forcheimer well- 
discharge formula: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 67, p. 2417-2420.
Hantush solves for exact analytical solution for drawdown in 
unconfined aquifer and thus checks validity of Dupuit-Forcheimer 
formula. Includes equation for drawdown but no curves or tables. 
May not be applicable to type-curve solution technique.
Kriz, G. J., 1965, Tables of X values for confined and unconfined
aquifer dimensionless type curves: Dept, of Water Science and
Engineering, University of California, Davis, California.
Dimensionless drawdown equations are shown for both confined 
and unconfined infinite aquifers. Tables are presented for both 
cases for constructing dimensionless type curves. X = h/he 
(dimensionless head ratio).
 1967, Determination of unconfined aquifer characteristics:
Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Jour. Irrig. Drainage Div., 
no. IR2, paper 5269, p. 37-47.
Assumptions are made that infinitesimal well fully penetrates 
an infinite unconfined aquifer. A constant discharge is assumed 
and seepage face and head losses through the screen and well are 
neglected. Solution is developed for drawdown ratio versus 
dimensionless time and shown in type-curve form. Compares his 
results with those of Glover and Bittinger. No tables of solution 
are included.
Kriz, G. J., Scott, V. H., and Burgy, R. H., 1966a, Analyses of parameters 
of an unconfined aquifer: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Hyd.
Div., no. HY5, p. 49-56.
Dimensional analysis is used to obtain numerical solution for 
drawdown in an unconfined aquifer. The solution takes into account 
the decreasing thickness of flow around pumping well. Seepage face 
in pumping well and head losses at the well are neglected and the 
Dupuit-Forcheimer concept used. These assumptions affect accuracy 
when drawdown is large compared to aquifer thickness. Reference 
includes equation, small type curve* and field case but no tables 
of solution. Assumes infinite homogeneous, isotropic aquifer.
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Outman, H. D., 1964, Dupuit's formula generalized for heterogeneous 
aquifers: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 69, no. 16, p. 3383-3386.
Dupuit’s formula is modified to account for multilayered 
aquifers. Boundary conditions investigated mostly involve 
seepage through heterogeneous dams with horizontal stratification. 
Solutions given but no tables or curves. May not be applicable 
to type-curve technique.
Prickett, T. A., 1965, Type-curve solution to aquifer tests under 
water-table conditions: Ground Water, v. 3, no. 3.
Prickett presents Boulton's basic theory, discusses the 
type-curve method, shows type curves, and gives an illustration 
of the analytical method. The author shows time-drawdown graphs 
for various radii, storage coefficient, transmissibility, and a 
new variable-delay index.
Remson, I., McNery, S. S., and Randolph, J. R., 1961, Water levels near 
a well discharging from an unconfined aquifer: U. S. Geol. Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1536-B, 39 p.
A finite-difference technique is used to solve numerical 
solution of differential equation describing unsteady radial 
flow in an unconfined aquifer. Includes equations for type-curve 
construction, and demonstrates curve usage.
Youngs, E. G., and Smiles, D. E., 1963, The pumping of water from wells 
in unconfined aquifers: A note on the applicability of the Theis
formula: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 68, no. 20, p. 5905-5907.
Not a solution of response function but a check of the validity 
of the Theis application to unconfined aquifers. Use experimental 
data to show that further mathematical developments are of 
doubtful value without further understanding of flow of water in 
the saturated and desaturated region above the water table.
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Anisotropic transmissibility, uniform storage,
and constant discharge rate
Boulton, N. S., 1951, The flow pattern near a gravity well in a uniform 
water-bearing medium: London, Inst. Civil Engineers Jour.
Sess. 1950-1951, Paper 5810, p. 534-550.
can not locate reference
__________ 1954a, The drawdown of the water-table under non-steady
conditions near a pumped well in an unconfined formation: London,
Inst. Civil Engineers Proc., v. 3, p. 564-579.
The author derives a solution for unsteady flow to a well 
in an unconfined aquifer. Boulton assumes an infinite isotropic 
homogeneous aquifer completely penetrated by the well which has 
a constant discharge. Solutions are shown for recovery (buildup) 
and three dimensionless time ranges of drawdown. No tables of the 
solutions or type curves are included.
Glover, R. E., and Bittinger, M. W., 1960, Drawdown due to pumping from 
an unconfined aquifer: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, Irrig. Drainage
Div. Proc., no. IR3, p. 63-70.
Glover and Bittinger show first approximation of drawdown 
in an unconfined aquifer which is valid for thick aquifers or 
small drawdown and then develop second approximation for drawdown 
which is applicable to aquifers where the drawdown is large 
compared to aquifer thickness. No tables are included but they 
discuss in detail how type curves can be constructed from tables 
in other references.
Norris, S. E., and Fidler, R. E., 1966, Use of type curves developed 
from electric analog studies of unconfined flow to determine the 
vertical permeability of an aquifer at Piketon, Ohio: Ground
Water, v. 4, no. 3, 6 p.
Type curves are used to analyze drawdown data from well 
penetrating unconfined anisotropic aquifer. The curves, taken 
from Stallman (1965), accurately simulated the flow in the aquifer 
and provided the authors a good estimate of vertical permeability. 




Stallman, R. W., 1961a, Boulton's integral for pumping test analysis, 
in Geological Survey Research, 1961: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 424-C, p. 24-29.
Boulton's integral is used to relate drawdown near well in an 
unconfined aquifer. Assumes infinite homogeneous aquifer, storage 
changed only by dewatering around well, full penetration of well, 
constant flow velocity at well face, constant discharge, flowlines 
originate at water table and end at well, changes in potential 
due to dewatering are defined along static water-table position 
where radial component of flow is neglected, and changes in 
saturated thickness due to dewatering are neglected. Reference 
includes equations, table of Boulton's integral, and example type 
curves.
 1961b, The significance of vertical flow components in the
vicinity of pumping wells in unconfined aquifers, in Geological 
Survey Research, 1961: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 424-B,
p. 41-43.
Stallman discusses fallacy of using confined aquifer equations 
for unconfined aquifer tests. Uses field case of Grand Island, 
Nebraska test and finite difference analysis to show effect of 
vertical flow component in unconfined aquifer test. Reference only 
includes general differential equation and field case results.
_____ 1963a, Electric analog of three-dimensional flow to wells
and its application to unconfined aquifers: U. S. Geol. Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1536-H, 242 p.
Stallman uses finite difference technique to design an 
electrical analog model for studying unconfined aquifers. With 
analog and data from field test. Stallman shows error of calculating 
unconfined aquifer properties assuming horizontal flow and constant 
specific yield. Includes equations of analog relation and curves 
used in field case.
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Constant discharge rate, delayed yield from storage
Boulton, N. S., 1954b, Unsteady radial flow to a pumped well allowing 
for delayed yield from storage: Internat. Assoc. Hydrol. Pub.
no. 37, p. 472-477.
An equation for drawdown is found which accounts for the effect 
of delayed yield from storage (slow draining from beds of fine­
grained compressible materials). Two cases are considered: Case A
accounts for delayed yield from a bed overlying the aquifer and 
Case B is applicable when a compressible bed is confined both 
above and below by an impermeable bed. Reference includes only 
equations and approximations to these equations.
 1963, Analysis of data from non-equilibrium pumping tests
allowing for delayed yield from storage: London, Inst. Civil
Engineers Proc., v. 26, p. 469-482.
Boulton uses the equations in Boulton (1954b) to account for 
the delayed yield in an unconfined aquifer between the time of 
approximately artesian conditions and water-table conditions. 
Reference includes equations, type curves, tables, and a field 
case study of drawdown data. Table values will need to be changed 
only by a constant to be compatible with compilation.
Stallman, R. W . , Walton, W. C., and Ineson, J., 1964, Discussion of
"Analysis of data from non-equilibrium pumping tests allowing for 
delayed yield from storage," by N. S. Boulton: London, Inst. Civil
Engineers Proc., p. 603-610.
Stallman, Walton, and Ineson expand on the ideas within 
Boulton's (1963) paper on delayed yield from storage. Their 
suggestions concern vertical flow near the well, expansion of the 
range of tables in the reference, and other aspects which concern 
delayed yield. Boulton comments on these suggestions and 
supplements his original tables with an additional table.
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Field methods of determining specific yield
Mayer, W. R., 1962, ^se of a neutron moisture probe to determine the 
storage coefficient of an unconfined aquifer, in Geological 
Survey Research, 1962: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 450-E,
p. 174-176.
This reference describes technique for determining storage 
coefficient by using a neutron moisture probe. Not a response 
function technique.
Ramsahoye, L. E., and Lang, S. M. , 1961, A simple method for
determining specific yield from pumping tests: U. S. Geol. Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1536-C, p. 41-46.
Develops a simplified method for determining specific yield 
from pumping tests. Not a graphical method but the authors do 
include equations which might be solved by a type-curve technique. 
No tables or curves included.
Remson, Irwin, and Lang, S. M . , 1955, A pumping-test method for the
determination of specific yield: Am. Geophys. Trans., v. 36, no. 2,
p. 321-325.
Infinite homogeneous unconfined aquifer is assumed and Theis 
nonequilibrium equation is modified to determine specific yield of 
fully penetrating well. Equations and field case are shown but 
no tables or curves.
Wenzel, L. K., 1933, Specific yield determined from a Thiem's pumping- 
test: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 14, p. 475-477.
A field case application of Thiem pumping test method.
Specific yield determined for Platte River Valley test of unconfined 
aquifer.
 1936, The Thiem method for determining permeability of water­
bearing materials and its application to the determination of 
specific yield: U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 679-A.
Wenzel described Thiem's method of determining aquifer 
properties and illustrates method by using test examples from 
Nebraska. Much of the reference is historical but it does have 
detailed equation development and summary of graphical solution of 





Babbit, H. E., and Caldwell, D. H., 1948, The free surface around, and 
the interference between, gravity wells: Univ. Illinois Eng. Expt.
Sta. Bull. 374, 60 p.
can not locate reference
Bennett, P. T., 1945, "Comments on the design of relief wells by 
P. T. Bennett," from Conference on Control of Underseepage: 
Vicksburg, Miss., Waterways Expt. Sta.
can not locate reference
Boreli, M . , 1955, Free-surface flow toward partially penetrating wells:
Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 36, p. 664-672.
A formula is presented which determines the flow characteristics 
and potential surface near a partially penetrating well. Aquifer 
is homogeneous, isotropic, unconfined, and infinite in areal 
extent. Author used dimensional analysis to derive equations. No 
type curves or tables are presented in reference.
Dagen, G., 1967, Linearized solutions of free-surface ground-water flow 
with uniform recharge: Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 72, no. 4,
p. 1183.
Numerical integration is used to derive a solution for uniform 
recharge of an unconfined aquifer. Dagen assumes an infinite 
homogeneous isotropic unconfined aquifer. Reference includes 
equation development but no dimensionless type curves or tables.
DeWiest, R. J. M., 1961a, Free surface flow in homogeneous porous medium: 
Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., v. 87, no. HY4, p. 181-220.
Steady and unsteady flow equations are shown for flow through 
a thin homogeneous porous strip, such as an earthen dam. Equations 




Dracup, J. A., Haimes, Y. Y., and Perrine, R. L., 1968, Identification 
of distributed unconfined aquifer parameters: Paper presented
at Fourth Am. Water Res. Conf., New York, Nov. 1968.
can not locate reference
Esmaili, Houshang, and Scott, V. H., 1968, Unconfined aquifer
characteristics and well flow: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc.,
Jour. Irrig. Drainage Div., v. 94, no. IY1, p. 115-136, 22 p.
The authors assume an infinite homogeneous isotropic aquifer 
to develop an unsteady radial flow equation for unconfined 
aquifers. The equations and finite difference technique are used 
to construct curves similar to dimensionless type curves for 
aquifer analysis. Curves are shown but no tables.
Hall, H. P., 1955, An investigation of steady flow toward a gravity 
well: La Houille Blanche, v. 10, p. 8-35.
can not locate reference
Mahdaviani, M. A., 1967, Steady and unsteady flow towards gravity wells: 
Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., no. HY6, p. 135-146.
Drawdown curves are assembled for unconfined infinite 
homogeneous aquifers for various well geometries. Sand models 
were constructed to verify the drawdown curves. Reference includes 
equations and curves but no tables for additional curve construction.
Peterson, D. J., Jr., 1961, Intercepting drainage wells in artesian 
aquifer: Am. Soc. Civil Engineers Proc., Jour. Irrig. Drainage
Div., v. 87, no. IR1, p. 7-14.
Author presents a formula for channel leakage into an infinite 
artesian aquifer. Equations are shown for interference effects 
measured in discharging well. Drawdown curves are shown for a 
few well patterns near channel but no general type curves or tables.
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III. Wells in multi-aquifers
Bennett, G. D., and Patten, E. R., Jr., 1962, Constant-head pumping 
test of a multi-aquifer well to determine characteristics of 
individual aquifers: U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 1536-G,
23 p.
This solution neglects any crossflow between multiple aquifers 
except at the well. Assumes infinite homogeneous aquifers fully 
penetrated by a well of infinitesimal diameter. Internal flow has 
to be measured prior to drawdown test and during drawdown. Constant 
head kept in well. Jacob and Lohman's (1952) solution for drawdown 
tests is used to analyze each zone separately. There will be no 
new curves compiled from this reference. Each zone's data can be 
analyzed with common G(a) curve from Jacob and Lohman.
Hantush, M. S., and Jacob, C. E., 1955b, Steady three-dimensional flow 
in a two-layered aquifer: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 36,
p. 286-292.
Part I. Analytical solution is found for constant discharge 
drawdown in two-layer aquifer with no confining bed above upper 
aquifer layer. Constant pressure surface above aquifer and 
surrounding well symmetrically. Well producing from only lower 
layer. Authors use Fourier-Bessel series to find solution for 
dimensionless drawdown. Each layer assumed isotropic, homogeneous, 
and equal in thickness.
Part II. Equivalent solution as above found for two-layer 
aquifer confined both above and below with discharge from upper 
layer only. Radial boundary of constant pressure surrounds 
aquifer penetrated by well of either finite or infinitesimal 
radius. Part II also includes provisions in the equation for 
partially penetrating wells.
Both parts of this reference include solution equations but 
no tables or curves of solution.
Katz, M. L., and Tek, M. R., 1962, A theoretical study of pressure
distribution and fluid flux in bounded stratified porous systems 
with crossflow: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 3, p. 68.
Reference shows theoretical study (pressure distribution) of 
multilayered reservoir discharging at constant pressure. Assumes 
each layer isotropic and homogeneous but with different permeability. 
They do not take into account different porosity or compressibility 
of the layers. Analytical equations are shown but no tables
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or response curves. Tabular values of solution are available in 
Katz, M. L., 1960, Fluid flow and heat transfer in stratified 
systems, Ph.D. thesis, U. of Michigan, available from University 
Microfilms, Inc., 313 N. First Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Kazemi, Hossein, 1970, Pressure buildup in reservoir limit testing of 
stratified systems: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 503-511.
Kazemi assumes horizontal flow through a reservoir of 
homogeneous layers and develops a numerical solution of pressure 
distribution— with and without crossflow between the layers. The 
reference includes equations and a few example dimensionless 
curves but no general curves or tables of the solution.
Kazemi, Hossein, and Seth, M. S., 1969, Effect of anisotropy and 
stratification on pressure transient analysis of wells with 
restricted flow entry: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 639-647.
The authors show the effect of anisotropy, stratification with 
crossflow, and restricted flow entry on pressure transient analysis. 
Analytical solutions are shown with a few example dimensionless 
curves. Reservoir is assumed horizontal, infinite, and stratified^ 
by connected layers of different permeability.
Lefkovits, H. C., Hazebroek, P., Allen, E. E., and Matthews, C. S.,
1961, A study of the behavior of bounded reservoirs composed of 
stratified layers: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 3, p. 43.
Study is made of multiple-layered circular reservoirs connected 
only by penetrating well. Analytical solution is found, and 
response curves from multilayer reservoirs are presented for 
analysis. Skin damage and wellbore fill-up are taken into account. 
The authors conclude that average reservoir properties, wellbore 
damage, and static reservoir pressure can be obtained but not for 
individual layers. Several dimensionless curves are presented to 
support conclusions and show field test examples. No tables of 
the solutions are included.
Loucks, T. L., and Guerrero, E. T., 1961, Pressure drop in a composite 
reservoir: Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 222, p. 170-176.
The authors develop an equation for the pressure distribution 
in a composite reservoir. Two respectively homogeneous concentric 
rings bounded on the external boundary are assumed. Dimensionless 
drawdown curves are presented and a technique is shown to calculate 
the permeability of both zones and the size of the interior zone.
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Pendergrass, J. D., and Berry, V. J., Jr., 1962, Pressure transient 
performance of a multi-layered reservoir with crossflow: Soc.
Petroleum Engineers Jour., p. 347.
Assume cylindrical reservoir with fully penetrating well in 
center. Multilayered reservoir with each layer homogeneous and 
isotropic. Analytical solution is shown concluding that except 
at the very early flow period, the pressure response in a 
stratified reservoir is essentially the same as in a homogeneous 
reservoir having the same transmissibility. Reference includes 
solutions and one example response curve but no tables or general 
curves.
Russell, D. G., and Prats, M., 1962a, Performance of layered reservoirs 
with crossflow-single-compressible fluid case: Soc. Petroleum
Engineers Jour., p. 43.
Authors studied bounded cylindrical reservoirs completely 
penetrated by well at the center. Reservoir is two adjacent 
horizontal layers which are each isotropic, homogeneous, and are 
saturated with a single-phase slightly compressible fluid. They 
use a finite Ilankel transform to solve analytical equation for 
dimensionless production rate, qj), versus dimensionless time, t^, 
for a constant rate case. A solution for constant-rate case is 
shown for the semi-steady state flow period. Equations and small 
example dimensionless curves are shown but no tables or general 
curves.
 1962b, The practical aspects of interlayer crossflow: Jour.
Petroleum Technology, p. 589-594.
The authors develop drawdown equations for dimensionless 
drawdown and production rate for wells penetrating a multilayered 
reservoir. They discuss deviation from drawdown in single 
reservoir and conclude that in long tests, the multilayer reservoir 
will behave as a single layer with transmissibility equal to the 
average of the combined layers. Reference includes analytical 
equations and example dimensionless curves, but no tables of 
dimensionless drawdown or rate.
Warren, J. E., and Price, H. S., 1961, Flow in heterogeneous porous media: 
Soc. Petroleum Engineers Jour., v. 9, p. 153.
A random, three-dimensional array of homogeneous reservoir 
blocks was assembled to compare pressure distribution with assumed 
homogeneous case. The authors found that heterogeneous system 
response approaches the response of a homogeneous system with
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properties equal to the geometric mean value of the heterogeneous 




IV. Wells In bounded aquifers 
Constant transmissibility, storage, and discharge rate
Bixel, H. C., Larkin, B. K., and van Poollen, H. K., 1963, Effect of 
linear discontinuities on pressure buildup and drawdown behavior: 
Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 885-895.
An analytical solution is used to construct type curves 
useful for analysis of reservoirs bounded by a linear discontinuity. 
Dimensionless drawdown curves are shown for various compressibility 
ratios across the linear discontinuity. Authors suggest technique 
to calculate distance to discontinuity. Curves and equations are 
shown but no tables of solutions.
Bixel, H. C., and van Poollen, H. K., 1967, Pressure drawdown and
buildup in the presence of radial discontinuities: Soc. Petroleum
Engineers Jour., v. 9, p. 301-322.
Finite difference equations are used to solve drawdown equation 
for reservoir bounded by radial discontinuity. Type curves are 
shown for various well storage capacities for various mobility 
differences across the boundary. All curves are plotted with 
log dimensionless time versus log dimensionless pressure.
Equations and curves are included but no tables of solutions.
Carter, R. D., 1966, Pressure behavior of a limited circular composite 
reservoir: AIME Trans., v. 237, part 2, p. 328-334.
Analytical solution is presented for drawdown in a composite 
reservoir with a well in the center. Carter assumes two concentric 
zones or rings of different permeability and no flow across outside 
boundary of reservoir. Reference includes equations and example 
table and dimensionless curve.
Coats, K. H., Tek, M. R., and Katz, D. L., 1959, Unsteady-state liquid
flow through porous media having elliptic boundaries: AIME Trans.,
v. 216, p. 460-464.
The authors develop the diffusivity equation for elliptical 
coordinates and equation for elliptical flow across a boundary.
The numerical solutions were calculated by an implicit difference 
method. A dimensionless production versus time curve is shown 
which is compared to the radial flow case. Homogeneous, isotropic 
reservoir is assumed. Equations and table are presented.
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Driscoll, V. J., 1963, Use of well interference and build-up data for 
early quantitative determination of reserves, permeability, and 
water influx: Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 1127-1136.
Shows method of determining reservoir parameters using results 
of interference and build-up tests. Provisions are made for various 
boundary and well effects including incomplete well buildup. 
Reference includes equations and a few small type curves.
Earlougher, R. C., Jr., Ramey, H. J., Jr., Miller, F. G., and Mueller,
T. D. , 1968, Pressure distributions in rectangular reservoirs:
Jour. Petroleum Technology, v. 243, no. 2, p. 199-208.
The authors use superposition of pressure distributions in 
square reservoir systems to develop tables of dimensionless 
pressure distribution in rectangular reservoirs. They also show 
pressure build-up corrections for various rectangular reservoirs 
and the Matthews-Brons-Hazebroek dimensionless pressure tables for 
various rectangular reservoirs.
Hovanessian, S. A., 1961, Pressure studies in bounded reservoirs: AIME
Trans., v. 222, p. 223-228.
An analytical solution is obtained for pressure distribution 
in a rectangular homogeneous reservoir which is bounded by a 
no-flow or constant pressure boundary. The author’s solution is 
applicable to wells which may be located anywhere within the 
rectangle. No tables are included, but the analytical solutions 
and one example dimensionless (semi-log) curve are shown.
Kazmann, R. G., 1946, Notes on determining the effective distance to a 
line of recharge: Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 27, no. 6,
p. 854-859.
Author assumes infinite homogeneous aquifer recharged by a 
linear stream. The Theis nonequilibrium formula and the method of 
images are used to construct type curve for constant discharge 
response. The equation development and tables of type-curve values 
are shown. Recorded field case exemplifies technique of analysis.
Lang, S. M . s 1960, Interpretation of boundary effects from pumping
test data: Am. Water Works Assoc. Jour., v. 52, no. 3, p. 356^364.
The Theis nonequilibrium solution and method of images is 
used to develop method for locating aquifer boundaries using 
drawdown and build-up data from several wells. Equations and 




Matthews, C. S., Brons, F., Hazebroek, P., 1954, A method for determination 
of average pressure in a bounded reservoir: AIME Trans., v. 201,
p. 182-191.
A horizontal, homogeneous, constant thickness reservoir is 
assumed. The authors show a method of ;olumetric averaging to 
determine average reservoir pressure. They include dimensionless 
semi-log pressure function curves for numerous well locations 
within bounded reservoirs. Their reservoir boundaries include 
equilateral, circular, square, rectangular, and triangular shaped 
reservoirs. Reference includes equations and type curves for 
various shaped reservoirs but no tables.
Miller, C. C., Dyes, A. B., and Hutchinson, C. A., Jr., 1950, The
estimation of permeability and reservoir pressure from bottom hole 
pressure build-up characteristics: AIME Trans., v. 189, p. 91-104.
Reference shows effect of several boundary conditions on 
pressure build-up tests. Boundary conditions include finite 
reservoirs of various radii with constant pressure outer boundary, 
wellbore damage or stimulation, effect of afterflow, and effect of 
two phase flow. Includes semi-log graphs exemplifying effect on 
buildup and equations used as well as field case. Does not include 
tables for curve construction.
Nabor, G. W., and Barham, R. H., 1964, Linear aquifer behavior: AIME
Trans., v. 231, p. 561-563.
The authors present drawdown equations for aquifers bounded 
by a linear constant rate of influx boundary or a linear constant 
pressure boundary. Both finite and infinite aquifer boundary 
conditions are used. Dimensionless tables are included which can 
be used to construct type curves. The authors assume an isotropic 
homogeneous aquifer.
Odeh, A. S., 1969, Flow test analysis for a well with radial discontinuity: 
Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 207-210.
The author presents a simplified technique of analyzing 
reservoirs bounded by a radial discontinuity. He does not use 
overlay or type-curve technique but instead uses straight line 




Overpeck, A. C., and Holden, W. R. , 1970, Well imaging and fault
detection in anisotropic reservoirs: Jour. Petroleum Technology,
p. 1317-1325.
The authors develop drawdown equation for anisotropic 
reservoirs and use the method of images to detect linear boundaries 
and the orientation of the boundaries. They also show the error 
incurred when isotropic conditions are assumed for an anisotropic 
reservoir test. Assumptions are that the well produces at a 
constant rate, reservoir is homogeneous, and constant thickness 
reservoir extends infinitely in the direction away from the linear 
barrier. Reference includes equations but no type curves or 
tables of the solutions. 9
Russell, D. G., 1966, Extensions of pressure build-up analysis methods: 
Jour. Petroleum Technology, p. 1624-1636.
Equations are developed and graphical technique outlined to 
solve for reservoir properties using early pressure build-up data 
affected by afterflow and using the late-time portion of build-up 
data that is affected by reservoir boundaries. Method uses data 
which have not been considered very useful in build-up analysis. 
Reference includes detailed equation development but no tables or 
type curves of the solution. Assumes homogeneous isotropic 
reservoir except possible skin damage near wellbore.
Saad, K. F., Shukry, A., and Baleigh, A., 1964, Analysis of data from 
pumping wells near an impermeable barrier: Internat. Assoc. Sci.
Hydrology Bull. 9, no. 4, p. 8-15.
Theis nonequilibrium formula and method of images is used to 
construct table of type-curve values for constant discharge 
drawdown in an aquifer bounded by one or more linear impermeable 
boundaries. Equations, tables, and example drawdown curves are 
included in reference.
Selim, M. A., 1963, Potential distribution in a semi-infinite aquifer 
due to flow through a nonpenetrating well: Jour. Geophys.
Research, v. 68, no. 24, p. 6543-6545.
The author presents equation for flow potential near a non­
penetrating well. He assumes a semi-infinite confined homogeneous 




Stallman, R. W., 1952, Nonequilibrium type curves modified for two-well 
systems: U. S. Geol. Survey Ground Water Notes, Hydraulics
no. 3, 4 p.
Stallman outlines method of images and uses Theis nonequilibrium 
formula to propose construction of a family of type curves. These 
curves used in analyzing aquifer with linear boundaries are 
shown in Stallman (1963b).
_____ 1963b, Type curves for the solution of single boundary problems,
in Shortcuts and special problems in aquifer tests, compiled by 
Ray Bentall: U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 1545-C, p. 45-47.
Stallman modified Theis nonequilibrium solution to develop a 
family of type curves which can be used to determine aquifer 
characteristics and location of linear barrier. Reference shows 
equations, and includes dimensionless type curves but does not have 
tables of solution values.
Theis, C. V., 1941, The effect of a well on the flow of a nearby stream: 
Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v. 22, p. 734-738.
Theis alters his nonequilibrium formula to develop a 
relationship for the amount of water a stream will recharge to a 
nearby well. Not a type-curve solution technique.
van Poollen, H. K . , 1965, Drawdown curves give angle between intersecting 
faults: Oil and Gas Jour., December 20, p. 71-75.
This reference shows that well drawdown data can be used to 
estimate the position of intersecting faults near wells in 
otherwise infinite reservoirs. Van Poollen uses the line or sink 
source solution and the method of images to construct dimensionless 
semi-log type curves of reservoir response for several fault and 
well location geometries. Equations are shown and technique 
outlined to aid in construction of curves. No tables are included 
in reference.
Walton, W. C., and Ackroy, E. A., 1966, Effects of induced streambed 
infiltration on water level in wells during aquifer tests: 
Minneapolis, Univ. Minn., Water Res. Research Center, Bull*<2,,43<p.
can not locate reference
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Wattenbarger, R. A., and Ramey, H. J., Jr., 1968, Gas well testing with
turbulence, damage, and wellbore storage: Jour. Petroleum Technology■,
p. 877-887.
A numerical mathematical model was solved to generate 
drawdown and build-up solutions to gas flow taking into account 
turbulent flow, wellbore damage, and wellbore storage. The authors 
use curves of dimensionless time or radius for test analysis.
Equations are shown for finite reservoir producing at constant rate 
or constant drawdown. Reservoir is assumed homogeneous, isotropic, 
and of constant thickness with damaged area near wellbore.
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V. Miscellaneous References 
Linear relationship between drawdown and yield
Theis, C. V., and others, 1954, Estimating transmissibility from 
specific capacity: U. S. Geol. Survey Ground Water Notes,
Hydraulics, no. 24, p. 11.
can not locate reference
Turcan, A. N., Jr., 1962, Estimating the specific capacity of a well, 
in Geol. Survey Research, 1962: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 
450-E, p. 145-148.
Turcan uses Theis nonequilibrium solution to develop 
relationship to determine specific capacity of a well in gallons 
per minute per foot of drawdown. Not a type-curve technique. 
Does not include any applicable curves or tables.
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Fluid-level change due to earth deformation
Bredehoeft, J. D., 1967, Response of well-aquifer systems to earth tides: 
Jour. Geophys. Research, v. 72, no. 12, p. 3075-3087.
Bredehoeft presents discussion of literature written about 
effect of tides on subsurface water potential. He derives an 
expression for the displacement of water level in terms of tidal 
potential and specific storage of the aquifer. Author includes 
equations for unconfined aquifer and finite bounded aquifer. 
Equations are presented but no tables or general type curves.
Bredehoeft, J. D., Cooper, H. H., Jr., and Papadopulas, I. S., 1966, 
Inertial and storage effects in well-aquifer systems; an analog 
investigation: Water Res. Research, v. 2, no. 4, p. 697-707.
An analog study made of the effect of wellbore storage and 
inertia of water in wellbore. Their results show that the response 
of a slug test cannot be accurately described by assuming an 
infinitesimal diameter well and using a line-source solution. The 
authors also include oscillation of water level due to disturbances 
of the aquifer-well system. Equations are presented with one 
dimensionless curve included showing analog results.
